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Editorial Note

It feels enormous joy to share that the Global Journal of Technology and Optimization issue discharge recurrence has been changed to triannual (3 issues for each year). The Journal was begun in the year 2009 and from that point forward it is developing persistently and distributing the issues effectively with adequate number of articles. The principle target of the diary is to distribute high-caliber, legitimate and cutting-edge research going on in the field of Technology. Global Journal of Technology and Optimization is an open access that permits online distributions of pertinent articles in the field of Technology.

Global Journal of Technology and Optimization is a triannual diary and distributes article in English and each article is thoroughly peer-inspected and is distributed online with 45 days after acknowledgment. Its Editorial board is made out of famous outside specialists from various regions of Applied Mathematics. The Editorial board involves three Editor-in-Chief and 13 Editors, and each holding higher capabilities in their particular fields.

All articles that are distributed with the Journal are remembered for the ordering and abstracting inclusion of Index Copernicus, Google Scholar, Open J Gate, Genamics JournalSeek, zbMATH, RefSeek, Project Euclid, MIAR and EBSCO A-Z.

During the schedule year 2019 and mid-2020, Global Journal of Technology and Optimization got a complete 30 papers, out of which 10 article were dismissed in the starter screening look at because of written or being of the extent of the diary. An aggregate of 12 articles are distributed till July 2020 from writers having a place with various geological areas over the world.

I accept this open door to recognize and stretch out my appreciation to the Editor-in-Chiefs and Associate Editors for contributing and loaning their help in effective distributions of the articles. I might likewise want to offer my thanks to all the creators for dispersing their examination through our foundation, analysts for giving their important remarks inside the specified time period and the workplace conveyors for their help in bringing out one more volume of the Global Journal of Technology and Optimization anticipate their yielding help in future moreover.